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Server Hunter

ServerHunter is a small and easy-to-use application that connects to a remote server and checks its status. The best feature is that it doesn't require you to have a network card installed on the server. This way you can monitor servers without making it publicly available. ServerHunter installs as a service on Windows systems. You can run it on several computers and connect to it via the network. You can schedule the scanning. You can control the
monitoring frequency. You can view the server list in a txt file. You can view the process list and the process status. This software supports Windows 2000/XP/2003/Vista. System Requirements: Minimum: 1 GB RAM 800 MHz processor 70 MB HDD (minimum) 2 GB RAM 1.4 GHz processor 150 MB HDD (recommended) Package included: 1 CD Meta Keywords: file monitoring software,file monitoring,file monitor,file monitor program,file
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KeyMacro is a key mashing program for Windows. It runs in the system tray and will notify you of new keystrokes made on your computer. It will also beep if you lose focus of your computer for more than a few seconds. It will take your fingertips off the keyboard, making it difficult to play any games. You can enable or disable auto-bust-off in Preferences menu. You can configure the options in the Preferences menu as you desire. The
program is composed of the following basic parts: ￭ The central action. This is a small process that does all of the real work. The process is created as a separate process and has no access to any part of your system. It is impossible for this process to crash your system. ￭ The daemon. The daemon is responsible for creating all of the threads. The daemon can run in the background of your computer. It will generate an event handler for all
keystrokes. The daemon will also beep when you lose focus. ￭ The background process. This is responsible for collecting keystroke information and checking if the user is currently running a game. If the user is not playing a game, then the daemon will beep. ￭ The alert thread. This thread notifies you of any events that occur. It will notify you if the daemon dies. What makes KeyMacro special: ￭ If you are using a keyboard that is connected
directly to your computer, then the software will intercept and log all of the keys being pressed. With this information, it will determine if your hand is leaving your keyboard. It will also beep when you lose focus of your computer for more than a few seconds. ￭ This program has a special key combination that will shut down your computer. The combination is Ctrl+Alt+Del. However, if you accidentally type in this combination, the program will
reset your computer. The software comes with a complete set of documentation and a sample project for quickly creating your own alert software. KeyMacro can be used on all Windows operating systems. However, it requires that the user have Administrator privileges. KeyMacro is a universal GUI (Graphical User Interface). In other words, you can use it even on Windows 95, 98 and 2000. KEYMACRO has been tested on Windows XP,
Windows 2000 and Windows NT 4.0. The interface: ￭ Options menu ￭ Preferences 77a5ca646e
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Server Hunter With Key

=========== ServerHunter is a tiny win32 application for searching and monitoring servers in the Internet or your home network. It can process with a lot kind of servers, such as web (HTTP) servers, FTP servers and various game servers. Here are some key features of "Server Hunter": ￭ lightweight ￭ simple use ￭ any IP-addresses combination ￭ monitoring by domain name ( you do not have to know IP-address of server) ￭ start by schedule
￭ sound notification ￭ visual notification ￭ search words in servers parameters ￭ flexible settings ￭ useful toolbar ￭ save/restore settings of scanning and monitoring After server foundation program is automatically switch into monitoring mode. So you have quick scanner and well monitoring tool in one program. ServerHunter uses a more effective way of i/o operations than traditional connect-thread model. Supported protocols: ￭ Quake3 game
protocol ￭ Counter Strike Source game protocol ￭ HTTP web protocol Limitations: ￭ Trial version of program you can use on unlimited number of systems ￭ Nag screen ￭ 30 days trial ServerHunter is a tiny win32 application for searching and monitoring servers in the Internet or your home network. It can process with a lot kind of servers, such as web (HTTP) servers, FTP servers and various game servers. Here are some key features of "Server
Hunter": ￭ lightweight ￭ simple use ￭ any IP-addresses combination ￭ monitoring by domain name ( you do not have to know IP-address of server) ￭ start by schedule ￭ sound notification ￭ visual notification ￭ search words in servers parameters ￭ flexible settings ￭ useful toolbar ￭ save/restore settings of scanning and monitoring After server foundation program is automatically switch into monitoring mode. So you have quick scanner and well
monitoring tool in one program. ServerHunter uses a more effective way of i/o operations than traditional connect-thread model. Supported protocols: ￭ Quake3 game protocol ￭ Counter Strike Source game protocol ￭ HTTP web protocol Limitations: ￭ Trial version of program you can use on unlimited number of systems ￭ Nag screen

What's New In?

Server Hunter is a tiny win32 application for searching and monitoring servers in the Internet or your home network. It can process with a lot kind of servers, such as web (HTTP) servers, FTP servers and various game servers. Here are some key features of "Server Hunter": ￭ lightweight ￭ simple use ￭ any IP-addresses combination ￭ monitoring by domain name ( you do not have to know IP-address of server) ￭ start by schedule ￭ sound
notification ￭ visual notification ￭ search words in servers parameters ￭ flexible settings ￭ useful toolbar ￭ save/restore settings of scanning and monitoring After server foundation program is automatically switch into monitoring mode. So you have quick scanner and well monitoring tool in one program. ServerHunter uses a more effective way of i/o operations than traditional connect-thread model. Monitoring of servers means that monitor
makes request to server with particular period and determine whether server is alive and status of it. So monitor make it possible to implement keep-alive mechanism. Supported protocols: ￭ Quake3 game protocol ￭ Counter Strike Source game protocol ￭ HTTP web protocol Limitations: ￭ Trial version of program you can use on unlimited number of systems ￭ Nag screen ￭ 30 days trial Server Hunter Description: Server Hunter is a tiny win32
application for searching and monitoring servers in the Internet or your home network. It can process with a lot kind of servers, such as web (HTTP) servers, FTP servers and various game servers. Here are some key features of "Server Hunter": ￭ lightweight ￭ simple use ￭ any IP-addresses combination ￭ monitoring by domain name ( you do not have to know IP-address of server) ￭ start by schedule ￭ sound notification ￭ visual notification ￭
search words in servers parameters ￭ flexible settings ￭ useful toolbar ￭ save/restore settings of scanning and monitoring After server foundation program is automatically switch into monitoring mode. So you have quick scanner and well monitoring tool in one program. ServerHunter uses a more effective way of i/o operations than traditional connect-thread model. Monitoring of servers means that monitor makes request to server with particular
period and determine whether server is alive and status of it. So monitor make it possible to implement keep-alive mechanism. Supported protocols: &
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 64 bit Processor: Intel Core i3 RAM: 4 GB Hard Disk: 30 GB Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i5 RAM: 8 GB Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT 240 or ATI Radeon HD 4870 Show more... Page: permalinkTania Khalil Tania Khalil (born 1 February 1990) is a British television presenter.
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